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A dipole-quadrupole electron-impact excitation model, consistent with molecular
symmetry rules, is presented to ﬁt ro-vibronic spectra of the hydrogen Fulcher-a
Q-branch line emissions for passively measuring the rotational temperature of hydrogen
neutral molecules in kinetic plasmas with the coronal equilibrium approximation.
A quasi-rotational temperature and quadrupole contribution factor are adjustable
parameters in the model. Quadrupole excitation is possible due to a violation of the
1st Born approximation for low to medium energy electrons (up to several hundred eV).
The Born–Oppenheimer and Franck–Condon approximations are implicitly shown to
hold. A quadrupole contribution of 10% is shown to ﬁt experimental data at several
temperatures from different experiments with electron energies from several to 100 eV.
A convenient chart is produced to graphically determine the vibrational temperature of
the hydrogen molecules from diagonal band intensities, if the ground state distribution is
Boltzmann. Hydrogen vibrational modes are long-lived, surviving up to thousands of wall
collisions, consistent with multiple other molecular dynamics computational results. The
importance of inter-molecular collisions during a plasma pulse is also discussed.
& 2010 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Hydrogen is the most abundant and simplest element in
the universe. Despite its simplicity and exact analytical
solutions for atomic hydrogen’s quantum mechanical wave
functions, the spectroscopy of atomic and molecular
hydrogen is complex. Spectroscopic lines are closely
spaced and energy levels are often mutually perturbed.
Due to its relevance towards realizing fusion reactors,
understanding the hydrogen states in plasma experiments is
critical. The Princeton Field-Reversed Conﬁguration (PFRC)
device [1,2] operating at the Princeton Plasma Physics
Laboratory is a compact toroid concept being pursued as
an innovative approach towards a realizable fusion-energy
reactor. To benchmark recent simulations of FRC behavior,
detailed measurements of the molecular and atomic states of
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the PFRC hydrogen plasma are needed. Desired quantities are
molecular and atomic hydrogen temperatures and densities.
Also, molecular-assisted recombination (MAR), which
depends on H2 temperature, can have important effects on
fusion plasma experiments [3]. Negative hydrogen ion
sources (H  ) are also of signiﬁcant interest due to their
use in neutral beam devices for fusion research, and are
produced through the dissociative attachment reaction
which depends strongly on the internal energy state of
neutral hydrogen molecules [4–6].
Industrial applications such as thin ﬁlm deposition, in
particular diamond deposition [7], which utilizes hydrogen
plasmas, requires an understanding of chemical kinetics,
which in turn requires knowledge of the internal energies
of hydrogen. Another area of applicability is the chargeexchange reaction of protons with H2, an endothermic
reaction which is greatly enhanced by the internal energy
of the H2 molecule [8,9].
Doppler widths of molecular hydrogen emission lines
could potentially be used to estimate H2 translational
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temperature, but these widths are just  0.1 Å for applicable temperatures (up to 0.1 eV), while the PFRC experiment monochromator instrument linewidth is 0.7 Å,
introducing intolerably large temperature uncertainties.
Active probing of the plasma is often not advisable due to
inducing plasma perturbations or melting the probe in
energetic plasmas, and laser techniques are complicated
and expensive. Other means of non-invasively measuring
the internal energies of hydrogen are desirable.
Rotational temperatures obtained from rotational spectra may often be correlated with the neutral gas temperature since rotational and translational modes for most
molecules equilibrate within 3–20 inter-molecular collisions [10]. However, hydrogen requires an anomalously
large number of inter-molecular collisions (  300) for
rotational and translational modes to equilibrate at normal
temperatures (  200 for deuterium) [10,11]. Since intermolecular collisions are infrequent in low-pressure kinetic
plasmas, combined with their relative ineffectiveness at
equilibrating hydrogen’s rotational and translational
modes, a direct measurement of gas temperature from
rotational spectra may not be possible. Unfortunately, it is
found that no correlation between rotational temperature
and gas temperature can be made for the PFRC due to the
low number of collisions within a plasma pulse, as will be
detailed below. However, the purpose of this paper is
directed towards quantifying the rotational and vibrational
level populations resulting from the competing effects of
electron-impact excitation and wall collision processes,
regardless of whether the estimated rotational and vibrational distributions can be used as a gas temperature
diagnostic.
The H2 Fulcher-a emission (d 3Pu-a 3Sg+ ) between 600
and 640 nm will be studied. The vibronic levels (electronic
and vibrational) depicting the Fulcher-a excitation and
emission processes are shown in Fig. 1. In this system,
plasma electrons impact the (X 1Sg+ ) electronic ground
state of hydrogen molecules, causing a spin-exchange
collision to excite the (d 3Pu) electronic state, as well as
exciting vibrational and rotational modes. Through analysis of the distribution of rotational lines and vibrational
bands of the Fulcher-a emission, rotational and vibrational
temperatures can potentially be obtained. The technique is
passive in the sense that internal plasma electrons excite
the molecules and the resulting emission is passively
observed. Two main issues must be resolved to appropriately utilize this ro-vibronic emission to estimate the
temperatures: (1) whether the ambient vibrational and
rotational levels of the hydrogen gas follow Boltzmann
distributions and (2) whether optical or non-optical selection rules should be used in modeling the electron-impact
excitation process from the ground to excited states
(optical rules are assumed for the radiative emission
process). Note that the terminology optical transitions is
equivalent to dipole transitions, and non-optical transitions,
sometimes called forbidden transitions, would therefore
include higher order multi-poles.
A cryogenically cooled (LN2) copper ‘‘test’’ cylinder was
built and inserted into the PFRC chamber to test several
spectroscopic models. The outer wall temperature of the
cylinder was monitored by several thermocouples. Spectra
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Fig. 1. Energy level diagram for relevant hydrogen electronic and vibrational states of the Fulcher-a system.

were obtained through collection of photons emanating
from the interior of this cylinder at varying temperatures.
In the following, time scales, electron-impact excitation,
and wall collision effects are considered. A quantum
mechanical formulation accounts for dipole as well as
multi-pole transitions due to electron-impact excitation
to the (d 3Pu ) rotational states. Justiﬁcation is made for
using non-optical selection rules for electron-impact excitation modeling for electron energies below several hundred electron-Volts due to a violation of the 1st Born
approximation [12]. An exact dipole-quadrupole spectroscopic model with adjustable temperature and quadrupole
contribution parameters will be derived, which is simpler
than other multi-pole formulations and ﬁts experimental
data better with a 10% quadrupole contribution.
Considerable discrepancies exist in the literature regarding electron-impact excitation mechanisms, the use of the
1st Born and Born–Oppenheimer approximations, ground
state distribution considerations, collisions and wall effects,
and molecular spectroscopic selection rules applied to
hydrogen in low-pressure plasmas. As such, a comprehensive approach is taken here to clear up these issues, thus
providing in one article a compendium of needed understanding to quantify internal energy temperatures of the
hydrogen molecule from spectral measurements.
2. Spectroscopic background and assumptions
2.1. Ro-vibronic states of molecular hydrogen
In the PFRC, medium energy electrons (  100–200 eV)
generated by odd-parity rotating magnetic ﬁeld (RMF0)
plasma heating [1], inelastically impact ground state H2
(X 1Sg+ ) molecules exciting a proportion of them to the
(d 3Pu) excited electronic state and ro-vibrational levels,
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concurrently with changing the two-electron spin state
from anti-parallel to parallel (mk to mm).
As shown in Fig. 1, the dissociation limit to H(1s) and
H(2s) lies between upper state vibrational levels u0 = 3 and 4,
such that the Fulcher-a emission from u0 Z4 becomes
considerably weak compared with other bands [13]. As
such, only the u0 =0, 1, 2 and 3 diagonal bands will be
considered. Note that a single prime will be used to refer to
the upper states of the Fulcher-a system (d 3Pu), no prime
for the ground states (X 1Sg+ ), and two primes for the ﬁnal
states (a 3Sg+ ). The vibrational energy levels of each
electronic state e are given by [14]




1
1 2
$e xe u þ
ð1Þ
Ge ðuÞ ¼ $e u þ
2
2
where $e is the equilibrium vibrational frequency, and xe is
a second-order correction factor. The rotational energy
levels within a given vibrational band (neglecting centrifugal correction constant Du) are
Fe ðNÞ ¼ Bu NðN þ 1Þ

ð2Þ

where N is the rotational quantum number, and Bu =Be–
ae(u +1/2) is the rotational constant for vibrational state u.
The values for the vibrational parameters and rotational
constants are provided in Table 1.
The total energy of ro-vibronic levels is given by
Ee ðu,NÞ ¼ Te þ Ge ðuÞ þ Fe ðu,NÞ

ð3Þ

where Te is the energy of the electronic states. Using
Eqs. (1)–(3), the wavelengths for the Fulcher-a rotational
lines can be calculated, as summarized in Table 2 for the
Q-branch lines (DN = 0) for N0 = 1-5. Note that hyperﬁne
(nuclear spin–electron orbit coupling) and triplet splitting
is very small for H2, such that each ro-vibronic line can be
considered a singlet for the present purposes.

energies, rather than J which includes the electron spin
vector S. The Hund’s case (b) assumption is always true for S
states, and the hydrogen 3P state can also be considered
case (b) due its very small spin–orbit coupling constant
(0.0281 cm  1 5Be =30.364 cm  1). M is the projection of J on
the axis collinear with an applied magnetic ﬁeld B, same as
deﬁned for atomic spectroscopy. Without an applied ﬁeld, a
rotational state is degenerate by (2J+1) or equivalently
(2N+1)(2S+1).
A rotational level is termed ‘‘positive’’ or ‘‘negative’’
depending on whether the molecular total eigenfunction
(not just rotational eigenfunction) remains unchanged or
changes sign upon reﬂection at the origin, respectively. The
selection rule is +2 . For homonuclear molecules such as
hydrogen, the exchange of nuclei cause the total eigenfunction to either remain unchanged (symmetric) or changes
sign (anti-symmetric) with selection rules symmetric
2symmetric, anti-symmetric2anti-symmetric. These
selection rules hold for radiative transitions as well as
collisional transitions. Rotational levels will be positive or
negative, symmetric or anti-symmetric, depending on
whether the rotational quantum number N is even or odd
Table 2
Wavelengths (nm) of Q-branch lines of Fulcher-a diagonal vibrational
bands.
(u0 ,u00 )

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Q5

(0,0)
(1,1)
(2,2)
(3,3)

601.84
612.25
622.60
632.87

602.39
612.80
623.15
633.42

603.22
613.62
623.97
634.24

604.32
614.73
625.08
635.34

605.71
616.12
626.46
636.72

B

2.2. Molecular symmetry
It will be useful to review angular momentum coupling
of diatomic molecules of the Hund’s case (b) type [14].
As shown in Fig. 2, R is the angular momentum vector for the
rotating molecule. Angular momentum N is the vector sum
of L and R, where L is the projection of electron orbital
angular momentum along the inter-nuclear axis, which
equals 0 for S electronic states and 1 for P electronic states.
Note that S 7 or P 7 electronic state parities refer to the
reﬂection symmetry through a plane passing through the
inter-nuclear axis (+ denotes no change in sign of
the electronic eigenfunction;  denotes a change in sign).
For Hund’s case (b) molecules, quantum number N is the
‘‘good’’ quantum number to be used in calculating rotational

S
J
N

M

R

Λ
Fig. 2. Coupling of angular momentum vectors in the presence of
magnetic ﬁeld B for Hund’s case (b) diatomic molecules.

Table 1
Molecular constants for H2 ground state and Fulcher-a electronic states.
State

Te (cm  1)

$e (cm  1)

$exe (cm  1)

Be (cm  1)

ae (cm  1)

re (  10  8 cm)

d 3Pu
a 3Sg+
X 1Sg+

112,702
95,938
0

2371.58
2664.83
4395.2

66.27
71.65
117.99

30.364
34.216
60.809

1.545
1.671
2.993

1.0496
0.9887
0.7416

Herzberg [14].
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Fig. 3. Rotational level diagram for the H2 molecule and its Fulcher-a emission.

(or vice versa). Shown in Fig. 3 is the rotational energy
diagram for electron-impact excitation of X 1Sg+ -d 3Pu
and Fulcher-a emission (d 3Pu-a 3Sg+ ). Positive rotational
levels are denoted with a plus sign, and negative with a
minus sign. Note that L-doubling causes the rotational lines
to shift to slightly higher energy with increasing N for the
P + electronic state symmetry versus the P  electronic
state symmetry, as shown in Fig. 3.
A proton has nuclear spin 1/2. Since molecular hydrogen
has two protons, the total spin L equals 1 (parallel spins) or
0 (anti-parallel spins). The rotational levels therefore have
statistical weight 2L+ 1, such that the weight of odd/evennumbered rotational lines is 3:1. Actually, however,
nuclear spin causes very small splitting of the lines into
multiplets, which is increased with an applied magnetic
ﬁeld, but usually the splitting is so small that it is ignored

and considered a single level with statistical weight 2L+ 1.
For the ground state of H2, even-numbered rotational levels
are positive/symmetric with anti-parallel proton spins
(L=0), while odd levels are negative/anti-symmetric
with parallel spins (L= 1). For homonuclear molecules with
non-zero total nuclear spin (L40), the selection rules s2s
and a2a do not strictly hold, but it could take months or
years for a molecule to go from an even-numbered to
odd-numbered rotational level. As a result, gases such as
ground state H2 may be regarded as a mixture of two
modiﬁcations—a symmetrical with only even-numbered
rotational levels, and an anti-symmetrical with only oddnumbered symmetrical levels. The modiﬁcation with the
greater statistical weight (2L+ 1) is called the ortho modiﬁcation, while the lower weight is called the para modiﬁcation. There is a one-to-one correspondence between
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nuclei inversion and nuclear spin symmetries such that for
all hydrogen ro-vibronic levels the para modiﬁcation is
always symmetrical, while the ortho modiﬁcation is always
anti-symmetrical. As such, it is sufﬁcient to denote rotational levels with just + or , and (p) or (o) for para and
ortho modiﬁcations, respectively. This nomenclature is
used in Fig. 3. Blue (dashed) lines are always the para
(symmetric) modiﬁcation, and red (solid) lines are the
ortho (anti-symmetric) modiﬁcation. Also shown along
with the rotational level symmetry is its statistical weight
equal to (2L+ 1)(2N + 1)(2S +1), with the thickness of each
line scaled to this statistical weight. Note that each of the
contributions to the total degenerate line has the same
symmetry ( + or  , para or ortho) such that the selection
rules still hold for these degenerate components.
It is important to carefully examine the symmetries and
selection rules for hydrogen’s rotational levels. As shown in
Fig. 3, para states only transition to other para states, and
similar for ortho states, and always from + to – or vice versa.
This leads to the result that Q-branch rotational emissions
(DN = N0 N00 = 0) must come from the P  parity of the
upper state, while R- and P-branch emissions
(DN = N0 N00 = 71, respectively) decay from the P + parity.
Further, electron-impact excitation can only change the
rotational quantum number N by an even number
(i.e. DN =N0  N = 0, 72, 74, etc.) if exciting to the P 
state, while the change in N must be odd for exciting the P +
state (i.e. DN = 71, 73, etc.). Because 9DN942 transitions
are generally relatively weak, examples of these otherwise
allowed larger transitions are not shown in Fig. 3. The
DN = 0 transitions are the strongest, and are shown as
thicker lines in Fig. 3.
2.3. Optical and non-optical selection rules
As described by Otorbaev [15], there has been considerable debate as to the effect an impacting low-mass electron
can have on a much more massive body such as a H2
molecule. It has sometimes been assumed that the low
mass of the electron can have no effect on the rotational
state of the molecule [14,16,17], hence that DN = N0 –N = 0 for
electron-impact excitation. The beneﬁt of assuming DN =0,
if such an assumption could be justiﬁed, is that the
rotational distribution of the ground electronic state can
then be assumed to be directly ‘‘imaged’’ or ‘‘mapped’’ into
the upper excited state. An ‘‘excitation’’ rotational temperature is measured using a traditional Boltzmann plot,
assuming the ratio Tr/Bu is maintained (see Eq. (2)), where Tr
is the rotational temperature. The measured upper state
rotational temperature is related to the ground state
rotational temperature through Tr ¼ Bu Tur =Buu , where again
the prime denotes the upper state and no prime is the
ground state. For the hydrogen Fulcher-a electronic states,
this equates to Tr  2Tru (see Table 1), and so the DN = 0
assumption leads to the ground state rotational temperature being twice the rotational temperature of the upper
state. Note, however, that this concept of an ‘‘excitation’’
temperature is unnecessary and confusing. If the ground
state rotational temperature is properly followed through
the analysis, as is done below, then there is no need for such
an excitation temperature. Also, measuring an upper state

rotational temperature insinuates that the upper states
have achieved an equilibrium amongst themselves
(i.e. through collisions), which for the rapid radiative times
of the upper state is doubtful. While the ground state
distribution is preserved for dipole (if higher rank multipoles are presumed not necessary) electron-impact excitation and Q-branch emission, this direct mapping is not the
same as actual upper state equilibration.
Due to symmetry requirements as described in the
previous section, if the DN= 0 electron-impact excitation
criterion were strictly true, then there would be no P- or
R-branch transitions from the Fulcher-a emission. These
branches have been observed, [18] although the (d 3Pu+ )
parity electronic state is known to be perturbed strongly by
the (e 3Su+ ) state [19,20], so the P- and R-branches are not
normally used, regardless [21]. Further, in a cryogenically
cooled hydrogen discharge experiment [22], whereby only
the ﬁrst ground state rotational level is expected to be
populated, a full rotational distribution of the upper
rotational states (up to N0 = 6) was produced from electron-impact excitation, which, by their reasoning, demonstrated that electrons can affect molecular rotation such
that a strict DN = 0 rule is not valid.
The ground state could have a non-equilibrium rotational distribution [16,23–26], such that the assumption
that all molecules are in the lowest rotational ground state
as used in Ref. [22] may be inadequate. Primary electron
impact or secondary effects (e.g. chemical reactions, collisions with ions or vibrationally excited molecules, cascade
processes, secondary electrons) can alter the ground state
distribution. If inter-molecular or wall collisions are insufﬁcient to re-establish equilibrium with the background gas
or wall temperature before the molecules are excited to the
(d 3Pu) upper electronic state through an electronexchange impact transition, then a Boltzmann rotational
distribution is not justiﬁed. This was the argument of Lavrov
et al. [23] to dispute the results of Otorbaev et al. [22],
although the initial results of Lavrov et al. [27] determined
that optical selection rules were appropriate for the
excitation of hydrogen, thus agreeing in effect with Otorbaev et al. [22] that electron impacts can affect H2
internal modes.
Multiple studies [27–30] have assumed optical selection rules apply (DN = 0, 71) during electron-impact
excitation. However, even if optical selection rules apply,
symmetry requirements lead to DN =0 only for the X 1Sg+ d 3Pu parity electron-impact excitation process (i.e.
Q-branch excitation), and DN = 71 for the X 1Sg+ -d 3Pu+
parity excitation (i.e. R- and P-branch excitations), resulting again in Q-branch Fulcher-a line emissions being a
direct image of the ground state rotational distribution.
Optical selection rules, therefore, are effectively equivalent
to the premise that the electron-impact excitation process
preserves the ground state rotational distribution, if just
Q-branch emissions are to be observed. Similarly, Bryukhovetskiy et al. [31] derived the approximate selection rule
DN r9L0  L9, which yet again corresponds to DN = 0, 71
for X 1Sg+ -d 3Pu, which implicitly corroborates the
assumption of optical selection rules.
Non-optical selection rules would violate this concept of
direct mapping of rotational distributions. Bryukhovetskiy
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et al. [31] used multi-pole transition moments in modeling
experimental electron-impact excitation data, and empirically determined that quadrupole excitation is not so small,
with contributions as high as 20% of dipole probabilities in
some cases (see Table 5). To understand whether optical or
non-optical selection rules should apply, it is necessary to
review the 1st Born approximation for electron scattering.
2.4. The 1st Born and Born–Oppenheimer approximations
The form of the solution for the total wave function
representing the scattering of an electron beam moving in
the z-direction by a scattering center with potential V(r)
is [32]
Z
! !u
eikr 1
c  eikz 
ð4Þ
eik n U r VðruÞcðruÞ dzu
r 4p
where k is the wavenumber of the incident electron wave,
!
r is the radial direction from the scattering center, n is a
unit vector in the direction of the scattered electron, and dz0
is a small volume around r0 . Eq. (4) is exact. Physically, this
equation describes an outgoing plane wave of the original
electron beam plus a quasi-spherical wave caused by the
scattering event. To solve this equation, Born [12] assumed
that the ﬁnal wave function is not much different from the
wave function of the incoming incident electrons if they are
fast, such that cðruÞ-eikzu in the integral of Eq. (4). Using this
substitution, the wave function of the scattered event is
then easily solved, which provides directly a differential
cross section as the square of the integral term in Eq. (4)
[32]. Oppenheimer [33] expanded upon this work of Born,
identifying that impacting and atomic bound electrons
should be considered indistinguishable, providing a similar
means to calculate the differential cross section for electron-exchange reactions. Unfortunately, this method of
calculating the differential cross section, where the incident wave function is assumed to be rather unaffected by
the scattering event, is sometimes called the ‘‘Born and
Oppenheimer’’ approximation [34,35], which causes confusion with the other more familiar Born–Oppenheimer
approximation [36] that allows for the separation of
electronic and nuclear (vibration and rotation) wave functions. To avoid this confusion, we will use the terminology
1st Born approximation to denote the assumption of using
the incident high-speed electron wave function in the
scattering integral for fast electrons; and the Born–
Oppenheimer approximation to denote the assumption of
separable electronic and nuclear components of the total
wave function.
Proceeding along these lines, for the 1st Born approximation to be applicable the incident electrons must be fast.
For hydrogen molecules as the scatterer, it was found that
the approximation fails badly for electron energies below
about 100 eV [35]. For atomic hydrogen, the approximation
breaks down for impact energies signiﬁcantly lower than
50 times the excitation energy [37], which means that an
order of 100’s eV are required to satisfy the 1st Born
approximation for atomic hydrogen. This order of magnitude is also consistent with helium results [32]. All of the
hydrogen experiments cited above [15–17,23–31] had
electron energies far below 100’s of eV, more typically
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from several eV to 100 eV, such that the 1st Born approximation should not have been be considered valid in
those studies. The PFRC has electron temperatures of
100–200 eV, so the 1st Born approximation will not be
assumed in this study.
A consequence of violating the 1st Born approximation
is that non-optical selection rules become more probable
than otherwise. Following the results of electron scattering
by atoms, the cross section for excitation of atomic hydrogen from states 1 to 2 is given by [38]

s12 ¼

h

4P2
2





e21 þ e22 2e1 e2 ðDPÞ2

P1 ðDPÞ
i


þ e23 2e2 e4 þ2e21 e5 ðDPÞ4 þ UUU

ð5Þ

where P1 and P2 are the incoming and outgoing momenta of
the incident electron, respectively, DP is the magnitude of
the vector difference of these momenta (DP 2 ¼ P12 þ P22 
2P1 P2 cos W, where W is the angle between vectors P1 and P2),
and ek is the multipole moment of rank k. Hartree atomic
units are used in Eq. (5). The multi-poles are given by
Z
1X

ek ¼
ð6Þ
zks c1 c2
k! s
where the sum is over s bound electrons of the atom and z is
the spatial coordinate. It is clear from Eq. (6) that e1 is the
dipole moment, e2 is the quadrupole moment, etc.
From Eq. (5) it is evident that for small changes in the
incident electron momentum (DP51), the scattering cross
section is dominated by dipole (optical) transitions. However, if DP is not small, then higher rank multi-pole
moments can become important such that non-optical
transitions may have non-negligible probability. This is the
essence of the 1st Born approximation since high-speed
incident electrons lose little energy in the scattering event,
and experience small scattering angles. For the PFRC
hydrogen plasma with 100–200 eV electrons, therefore,
both optical and non-optical excitation rates should be
considered. Note that other researchers [39–41] used keV
electron beams as a temperature diagnostic applied to
rareﬁed gas dynamic ﬂows for gases other than hydrogen,
correctly recognizing that high electron energies were
needed.
The Franck–Condon (FC) principle is also often invoked
in the spectroscopy of diatomic molecules to estimate
vibrational branching ratios during excitation and emission. In the FC approximation, the vibrational wave functions are assumed to be separable from the other
components of the total wave function, namely the electronic and rotational wave functions. Implementation of
the FC approximation implicitly assumes the Born–
Oppenheimer approximation is also valid. With the FC
approximation, the inter-molecular distance is assumed
ﬁxed during an electronic or radiative transition, which are
much faster processes than vibrational motion, such that
vibrational modes image directly from one potential well to
the other. The branching ratio, or Franck–Condon factor, is
calculated by the overlap integral of the vibrational wave
functions of the two states involved in the transition. The
FC approximation also assumes there is no vibrationrotation interaction (i.e. the vibrational wave functions
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do not depend on rotational quantum number N), which
has been shown to be true for Q-branch emission of the H2
Fulcher-a emission [42]. During electron-impact excitation
of H2, however, separation of the vibrational and rotational
wave functions may not be valid. Alternative excitation
models which include, and do not include, the FC approximation will be studied below.
3. Plasma parameters
3.1. PFRC experimental setup
A sketch of the PFRC is shown in Fig. 4. An 80-cm-long,
10-cm inner diameter Pyrex cylinder is the main vacuum
vessel. Internal are six coaxial magnetic ﬂux-conserving
copper rings, three on each side of the midplane, separated
from each other by 6–7 cm. (Experiments described in
Ref. [1] used 10 ﬂux conservers.) The ﬂux conservers nearest
the midplane have an ID of 8.3 cm; the outermost have IDs of
5.5 cm and the middle two 7.4 cm, roughly conforming to the
shape of the vacuum ﬁeld. External to the Pyrex vessel and
symmetric about its midplane is the 28-cm-long, 2-turn
RMFo antenna, separated from the vessel by a Faraday shield.
Typical RMFo characteristics are: antenna current 150 A, ﬁeld
strength BR  10 G, and frequency oR/2p =14 MHz. An axial
ﬁeld of  100 G is maintained at the FRC centerline, resulting
in 90oci E oR E oce/20, where oc =qBa/mc is the particle
cyclotron frequency, m is the particle mass, q is the particle
charge, and subscripts e and i refer to electrons and ions,
respectively. A static mirror-conﬁguration magnetic ﬁeld is
created by coaxial small-bore and large-bore coils located
near z= 745 cm and z= 7105 cm. Nominally, these coils
produce an axial ﬁeld of strength Ba =50 G at axial location
z=0 cm and 5–6000 G at z= 745 cm.
A picture of the 3(1/2) in long, 1(1/4) in inner diameter
(1/8 in thick) copper test cylinder that was inserted into the
PFRC vacuum chamber is shown in Fig. 5. The refrigerant
copper tubing which circulates the liquid nitrogen wraps
around the outside of the tube in a serpentine conﬁguration,
and was brazed in place. The thermocouple connections are
also shown. Small optical access holes were drilled into the
tube at the midplane and edge of the tube. The midplane hole
was primarily used to ensure that as many wall collisions as
possible occurred prior to observing the Fulcher-a emission.

Fig. 5. Picture of the cryogenically cooled 3(1/2) in long, 1(1/4) in inner
diameter (1/8 in thick) copper cylinder. The attached copper refrigerant
tubing and optical access holes are shown. The interior is coated with
graphene material Aquadag.

The edge access hole was used as a check to see if there was
any indication of edge effects on the spectra. A thin layer of
graphene material was painted on the interior of the cylinder
to minimize reﬂection of light (the wall collision surface is
carbon-based rather than copper, which alters the wall
accommodation). The refrigerant tubing extends vertically
to a lexan access port on top of the PFRC chamber, where a
stainless steel coupler then attaches to the cryogenic feed
system. Wall temperatures of  92 K were achieved from
thermocouple measurements on the test cylinder.
Optical ﬁbers connected to compact lenses can be
focused within the PFRC, and fed into a 0.5 m monochromator and associated intensiﬁed 26 mm pixel size CCD
array. Three diffraction gratings are available (600, 1200
and 1800 grooves/mm). The 1800 groove grating were used
for measuring rotational lines within a vibrational band,
giving a pixel resolution of 0.2 Å in the 600–640 nm
spectral range of interest. The ﬁbers can be moved in the
radial r-direction, such that spectroscopic measurements
across the entire plasma diameter can be recorded. One
such ﬁber was mounted on the bottom port near Diverter 1
in Fig. 4 to view the interior of a cryogenically cooled
copper cylinder, which was placed within the chamber.
Hydrogen gas is continuously ﬂowed through the PFRC
vacuum chamber to maintain a pressure typically of
 1 mTorr. The H2 gas temperature, for order of magnitude
estimates of kinetic parameters, could be between room
temperature and 700 K, based on initial rotational temperature measurements. The H2 thermal speed is thus
VH2  1.2–1.8  105 cm/s, and the H2 density is nH2  3 
1013 cm  3. Dissociation of about 10% is assumed from
previous experimental and computational estimates, giving an atomic hydrogen density of nH 1012 cm  3. The
electron density is also about 1012 cm  3.
3.2. The coronal approximation

Fig. 4. Schematic of the Princeton FRC.

The coronal equilibrium model is often assumed for
low-density, optically thin plasma [43]. In the coronal
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equilibrium approximation, electron-impact excitation is
the primary means of populating upper states, and spontaneous emission is the primary de-population mechanism. Justiﬁcation that the coronal approximation is valid
should be done prior to developing a model which assumes
electron-impact as the dominant excitation mechanism
and spontaneous emission as the dominant de-population
mechanism.
To estimate the populations of the electronic states, rate
equations will be used. The rate of change in electronic
state populations, assuming E1 oE2 oE3y, is given by [43]
X
 X
dni
¼
ni Aij þ ni rðnij ÞBij nj rðnij ÞBji þ
nj Aji
dt
joi
j4i
X


ne ni /sij Ve Sne nj /sji Ve S

ð7Þ

iaj

where ni is the density of state i, Aij is the Einstein emission
coefﬁcient for transitions from state i to j, Bij is the Einstein
stimulated emission coefﬁcient, Bji is the Einstein absorption coefﬁcient, rðnij Þ is the radiation density for photons
with wavenumber nij (cm  1), sij is the collisional cross
section for deactivation through electron impact, sji is the
cross section for electron-impact excitation, and Ve is the
impacting electron average velocity. In Eq. (7), the second
summation for j4 i is spontaneous emission for cascade
transitions from states above state i. Excitation of molecular hydrogen by dissociated H atoms with energy of
about 0.4–1 eV (obtained from Doppler broadening of the
Ha line in the PFRC using a 0.5 m monochromator with
associated CCD pixel resolution of  0.2 Å) is negligibly
small in comparison with electron-impact excitation of H2.
H + impact excitation of H2 will similarly be neglected.
Assume a 4-level electronic state manifold for the
Fulcher-a system as depicted in Fig. 6. Here, state 944
represents all states above the (d 3Pu) upper state of the
Fulcher-a system, which includes other S, P and D
conﬁgurations in the n =4, 5, etc. levels. Since the intensity
of the Fulcher-a emission depends directly on the (d 3Pu)

4

upper state population, n3 will be analyzed using Eq. (7)
n_ 3
n1
¼ A31 A32 rðn31 ÞB31 rðn32 ÞB32 þ
rðn31 ÞB13
n3
n3
n2
n
þ
rðn32 ÞB23 þ 4 A43 ne /s31 Ve Sne /s32 Ve S
n3
n3
n1
n2
ne /s34 Ve Sþ
ne /s13 Ve Sþ
ne /s23 Ve S
n3
n3
n4
þ
ne /s43 Ve S
n3

d 3Π

2

a 3Σg+

n2
n
n_ 3
¼ A32 rðn32 ÞB32 þ
rðn32 ÞB23 þ 1 ne /s13 Ve S
n3
n3
n3

X 1Σg+

Fig. 6. Electronic state diagram for Fulcher-a system (H2  1Sg+ -d 3Pua 3Sg+ ).

ð9Þ

As will be justiﬁed below, the Fulcher-a emission in the
PFRC plasma is optically thin, so the absorption and
stimulated emission terms can be neglected. The (d 3Pu)
electronic state decays primarily to the (a 3Sg) state, such
that we can denote the total emission time t = tem = 1/A32,
and Eq. (9) can be written as
ð10Þ

Eq. (10) is not valid in regions within the PFRC vacuum
chamber where there are few electrons, such as outside the
magnetic ﬂux conserver coils. The collision term in Eq. (10)
should then be neglected, such that Eq. (10) simpliﬁes to
simple radiative decay of the (a 3Pu) population in these
regions.
In steady state, the population of the H2 (d 3P) electronic state is thus given by
n3 ¼ n1 ne /s13 Ve Stem

1

ð8Þ

The A31 and B31 photon emission and absorption
transitions are not allowed by spin selection rules
(DS= 0), so these terms will be ignored. The wavenumber
difference between the 944 and 934 electron states is
about 6000 cm  1, and for the Fulcher-a 934-924 transition is 16,764 cm  1 (see Table 2 for electron energy levels
Ee). Since spontaneous emission rates scale as the cube of
wavenumber, A43 will be about 5% of A32. If the electronimpact excitation rate to the 94 4 state is similar to the
934 state rate, and taking into account the n2 degeneracy
factor (  2) and assuming all the excited population from
the 94 4 state decays only to the 934 state, the effect upon
the 934 state population would be  10%. Other experiments done in hydrogen at 40 mTorr and 35 eV estimated
that the maximum total contribution of cascade transitions
to the 3Pu electronic state is 17% [44]. Therefore, the A43
term in Eq. (8) will be ignored in contributing to the 934
state population, tolerating up to  20% error in the (d 3Pu)
population. For the collisional terms, the density ratio of
n1/n3 b1 (estimated to be several orders of magnitude)
while the sij and sji cross section values are of the same
order of magnitude, such that the ðn1 =n3 Þne /s13 Ve S collisional rate overwhelms the other collisional terms in
Eq. (8). With these assumptions, Eq. (8) reduces to

n1
n_ 3
¼ 1=tem þ
ne /s13 Ve S
n3
n3

3

807

ð11Þ

Eq. (11) is identiﬁed as the coronal equilibrium model. The
excitation cross section s13 is approximately 7  10  17 cm2
[45] and with an electron temperature of  100–200 eV, ne
1012, n1  3  1013 and tem  40 ns [46] in Eq. (11), the upper
state population for H2 d 3Pu is n3 4  1010 cm  3. Also from
these parameters, the electron-impact excitation rate
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ne /s13 Ve S equals  3  104 s  1, corresponding to an excitation time scale of tex 30 ms.
The same procedure as above can be used to estimate
the population of the n2 (a 3Sg+ ) state. However, in this case
the cascade transitions from the (d 3Pu) to (a 3Sg+ ) states
should not be ignored, while other cascade transitions as
well as absorption and stimulated emission will again be
neglected. The rate equation for the (a 3Sg+ ) state is then
n_ 2 ¼ n2 A21 þn3 A32 þ n1 ne /s12 Ve S

ð12Þ

In steady state, n2 ¼ ðn3 A32 þn1 ne /s12 Ve SÞ=A21 ﬃ
n3 A32 =A21 since the cross section s12 at 100 eV is small
at 10  19 cm2 [47,48], such that the collisional term is
negligible in comparison with the A32 spontaneous emission rate. The emission time of the n2 state (1/A21) is 10 ns
[49,50], resulting in a population of the (a 3Sg+ ) state of
 1010 cm  3, similar to the population of the (d 3Pu) state.
The optical depth d can be approximated, assuming
Doppler broadening exceeds pnatural
line broadening,
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
through dðlÞ  1:8  1013 n2 ll mA c2 =kB Tgas , where mA is
the atomic mass, kB is the Boltzmann constant, l is the line
radiation wavelength, and l is the distance propagated
within the gas (cgs units) [51]. Assuming room temperature gas and a characteristic length of 10 cm, the resulting
optical depth for the Fulcher-a emission is much less than 1
such that the emission can be considered optically thin.
This further validates the use of the coronal equilibrium
model. Note that other emissions, such as the ultraviolet
Werner and Lyman bands (C 1Pu-1Sg+ and B 1Su+ -1Sg+ ,
respectively) are optically thick in this plasma, so could
affect the ground state electronic population. However, this
would not alter the conclusion that the coronal approximation is valid for the subsequent modeling derivation.
3.3. Time scales
At probable PFRC gas temperatures of 300–700 K, the H2
thermalp
speed
is 1.2–1.8  105 cm/s. The H2 mean free path
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
(kTgas =p 2pd ) [52], with the H2 hard sphere diameter
d = 2.71  10  8 cm and pressure p 1 mTorr, is of the order
10–20 cm for PFRC conditions, resulting in a time interval
between molecular collisions of tcoll  100 ms (10 kHz).
However, the vacuum vessel has a diameter of 10 cm,
and there are multiple copper ﬂux conservers within the
chamber, so hydrogen molecules have a slightly higher
probability of colliding with wall structures rather than
collisions with each other. In this sense, the PFRC plasma is
in the kinetic regime. The copper test cylinder has an inner
diameter of 3.2 cm, resulting in a wall collision frequency of
30 kHz, three times greater than collisions with the
vacuum chamber wall.
X-ray pin-diode measurements have revealed that the
PFRC plasma electron-energy distribution has a non-Maxwellian high-energy tail. The effect of high energy tails of
the electron velocity distribution will not alter the electron-impact excitation time scale of tex  30 ms calculated
in the previous section, assuming the number density of the
higher energy electrons decrease exponentially with
energy, whereas the increased collision rate scales as
Ve  E1/2. Therefore, higher energy tail electrons will not
be effective at increasing the electron-impact collision rate.

Note also that 100 eV electron-impact, spin-exchange
excitation removes impacted molecules from the ground
state population, which do not re-enter the X 1Sg+ ground
electronic state prior to emitting their ﬂuorescence (triplet
spin states do not mix with singlet states). Thus, the
electron-impact excitation rate does not directly affect
the ground state distributions, although recycled neutrals
from the walls eventually return to the ground electronic
state population.
Shown in Table 3 are the plasma pulse duration
tp (  3 ms), inter-molecular collision time tcoll, wall collision times for the PFRC chamber and within the test
cylinder, (twall)PFRC and (twall)TEST, respectively, the upper
Fulcher-a state (d 3Pu ) emission time tem, the lower
Fulcher-a state (a 3Sg+ ) emission time t2 = 1/A21, and the
electron-impact excitation time tex. All time scales are
listed with just one signiﬁcant digit for an order of
magnitude comparison. The following picture of the processes affecting the PFRC H2 molecules emerges from
examination of Table 3. Radiative processes occur rapidly
as H2 molecules transit the PFRC chamber or test cylinder,
with molecules having more probability of colliding with a
wall or electron than with another molecule or atom.
Within the test cylinder, molecules are equally likely to
be excited by an electron or collide with the cylinder wall,
and electron-impact excitation is three times more likely
than collisions with the PFRC chamber wall.
Within the time span of a plasma pulse (3 ms), there are
only about 30 inter-molecular and PFRC chamber wall
collisions, and about 100 electron-molecule and molecule-test-cylinder-wall collisions. These numbers of collisions are insufﬁcient to equilibrate rotational and
translational modes due to the  300 inter-molecular
collisions required as discussed previously, and also insufﬁcient to equilibrate vibrational modes with the walls, as
will be discussed in the next section. Therefore, no correspondence can be made between the gas temperature and
rotational temperature, nor with the vibrational temperature in the PFRC. After the 3 ms plasma pulse, 100 eV
electrons are no longer available and the molecules will
relax through inter-molecular and wall collisions during the
quiescent time ( 0.3 s) before the next plasma pulse. This
is a critical point, since it means the Fulcher-a emission
cannot be used as a gas temperature diagnostic applied to the
PFRC, although could be used in other situations with longer
plasma pulse length or greater densities. For example, in
typical tokamak vacuum chambers, such as Alcator C-Mod,
which have a chamber pressure of  10  3 mbar, the room
temperature inter-molecular collision time is  10  4 s,
Table 3
Characteristic times of the PFRC hydrogen plasma.
Time scale deﬁnition

Time (ms)

3000
Steady-state plasma pulse time tp
Inter-molecular collision time tcoll
100
PFRC
PFRC chamber wall collision time (twall)
100
Test cylinder wall collision time (twall)TEST
30
100 eV electron-H2 3Pu excitation collision interval tex
30
3
3 +
H2 (d P-a Sg ) spontaneous emission time tem
0.04
H2 (a 3Sg+ ) spontaneous emission time t2 = 1/A21
0.01
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resulting in 5000 inter-molecular collisions in a 0.5 s
plasma pulse. Rotational and translational temperatures
should be equilibrated in such tokamak regimes, and thus a
gas temperature could be measured using the rotational
temperature obtained from the Fulcher-a emission.
4. Ground states of hydrogen
Otorbaev [15] provided the empirical formula that the
gas temperature Tgas 47B/k=615 K for the H2  1S ground
state to have a Boltzmann distribution. However, their
analysis assumes inter-molecular collisions are frequent
enough to have a signiﬁcant effect. A similar inter-molecular collision argument was used to derive a critical
rotational quantum number above which the rotational
modes may in non-equilibrium as N ZNcrit EkTr/4Buhc +
(1/2)E1 for the H2 (X 1Sg+ ) ground state at the temperatures expected [24,53]. These inter-molecular collision
arguments are based on the exponential drop in the
concentration of molecules with translational energy sufﬁcient to cause a 9DN9 =2 transition (neighboring rotational
level transitions 9DN9 =1 are forbidden by symmetry). In
kinetic plasmas where inter-molecular collisions are infrequent, these arguments are irrelevant. Other effects,
including electron-impact excitation, wall collisions and
feed gas rate must instead be considered.
4.1. Effect of wall collisions
The effect of wall collisions on molecular internal
energy modes varies depending on wall material, wall
temperature, and H2 translational energy. In the oftencited molecular dynamics (MD) calculations of Hiskes and
Karo [54,55], just several wall collisions result in equipartition among the translational, rotational and vibrational
modes, with each mode gaining a broad distribution. In
their calculations, H2 with translational energies corresponding to 0.04–0.13 eV, predominantly in the N = 1
rotational mode, and in excited vibrational states from
u = 2 up to 14, impacted Fe wall atoms at an initial
temperature of 500 K. In addition to quick equipartition,
Hiskes and Karo noted that little energy was lost from H2
internal modes to the wall. They provide a simple model for
vibrational de-excitation as nu  exp[  c/b(u)], where c is
the collision number with the wall and b(u) equals 2.5,
2.0,1.9, and 1.8 for u = 1, 2, 3, 4, respectively (values up to
u = 14 are given in Ref. [54]). Gorse et al. [56] provide a
different
vibrational
deactivation
rate
equation,
n_ u ¼ nu VH2 gu =2R, where gu is the vibrational deactivation
coefﬁcient and R is the vacuum chamber vessel radius. They
obtained an experimental value for g1 of 10  4 for a
1.26 cm radius Pyrex tube containing 15 Torr of H2. Comparing the deactivation rate equation Hiskes and Karo with
that of Gorse et al., it is noted that they are equivalent,
assuming the wall collision rate is VH2/2R, with b(u)=1/gu.
Therefore, Gorse et al.’s characteristic number of collisions
for vibrational deactivation is  104 for u =1, which is
signiﬁcantly higher than 2.5 predicted by Hiskes and Karo.
Capitelli and Gorse [4] showed that H2 molecules
transfer very little energy to Cu wall phonons, citing the
relatively small mass of H2 compared to copper, in
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agreement with Hiskes and Karo’s result that little energy
is absorbed by walls. However, contrary to Hiskes and Karo,
Capitelli and Gorse found that rotational and vibrational
modes were not quenched by wall collisions. Capitelli and
Gorse used H2 pressures of 2.25–15 mTorr and  2 eV
electron excitation, and based their results on semiclassical interaction of H2 molecules with a non-rigid wall
where excitation of surface phonons and electrons are
treated quantum mechanically, whereas Hiskes and Karo
used a classical MD numerical method. Experiments in
low-pressure, low electron energy plasmas with stainless
steel walls [57–59] also showed that vibrational modes can
survive for possibly hundreds of wall collisions, but translational and rotational modes equilibrate much more
quickly and on similar time scales. Numerical and experimental studies by Watts et al. [60] found that vibrational
de-excitation results in rotational excitation during H2
collisions with copper walls, and that the survivability of
ro-vibrational modes falls substantially with increasing H2
translational energy ( 40.1 eV).
The numerical results of Cacciatore and Billing [61]
using a multi-dimensional semi-classical approach showed
that vibrational modes are generally unchanged by collisions with copper walls for H2 translational energies less
than 1.5 eV. Similarly, Hollmann et al. [62,63] found low
accommodation coefﬁcients (10  2–10  3) for vibrational
and rotational modes in mTorr linear diverter experiments of H2 with a stainless steel wall, and also found that
rotational transition probabilities are  10  4 per collision,
which again runs contrary to the results of Hiskes and Karo.
Finally, Wang et al. [64–66] simulated H2 collisions with Cu
walls applying a quantum wave packet model and classical
trajectory model, determining that translational-rotational
equilibration is efﬁcient at translational energies less than
0.5 eV, the probability of rotational transitions scales as
exp( 1/Twall), and that vibrational excitation is minimal at
low translational energies.
In summary, at the low temperatures expected in the
PFRC ( o0.1 eV), rotational modes likely equilibrate with
the wall temperature in several collisions if no nonequilibrating electron-impact collisions occur between
subsequent wall collisions. As detailed in Table 3, however,
these rates are similar such that a Boltzmann rotational
distribution at the wall temperature is still not necessarily
justiﬁed. Therefore, a detailed analysis of the rotational
populations has been done, as will be detailed later. In
contrast, vibrational modes cannot necessarily be assumed
in any particular distribution since hundreds if not thousands of wall collisions may be needed to equilibrate with
the wall, and again electron impacts can affect the vibrational populations. The vibrational level populations will
thus be left as an unknown in the spectroscopic modeling.
4.2. Ground state vibrational distribution
Due to the previous discussion regarding the overall
unknown a priori distribution of vibrational population due
to collisions of H2 with walls, electrons and other molecules, the ground state vibrational distribution will be
assumed to be in one of three categories: (1) all molecules
are effectively in the ground vibrational state (u =0), which
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4.3. Ground state rotational distribution

1014
Density/2N+1 (cm-3)

is valid for temperatures up to  1000 K; (2) the vibrational
populations follow a Boltzmann distribution at temperature Tu greater than  1000 K; or (3) the ground state
vibrational populations are arbitrary resulting from the
combined effect of the various collision processes within
the ground electronic state.
These categories can be incorporated into the relation
nu = ru  nH2 for the ground state vibrational populations. For
the 1st and 2nd categories, ru is exp½GðuÞhc=kB Tu =Qv (Qv is
the vibrational partition function) for a Boltzmann distribution. Note that for vibrational equilibrium at temperatures
o1000 K, effectively all the H2 population is in the u=0 state
(ru = 0 =1; rua0 =0), corresponding to the 1st category scenario. If wall collisions can be considered to have minimal
effect on vibrational modes, then electron-impact excitations
within the ground electronic state and secondary processes
determine the form of the vibrational populations, which
could have an arbitrary distribution (ru is then analogous to
excitation Franck–Condon factors). In this 3rd category case,
therefore, ru will value between 0 and 1 for each vibrational
level u when the vibrational levels are not in equilibrium (and
therefore a vibrational temperature is not meaningful).
This unknown a priori vibrational population prescription will be used as a means to diagnose the actual ground
state distribution implicitly through ratios of the vibrational bands, as will be described later.
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A separate analysis was conducted to quantify the ground
rotational populations incorporating the combined effects of
electron-impact excitation, wall collisions and feed gas
rate [67]. This analysis showed that non-equilibrating electron-impact excitation can begin to overwhelm equilibrating
wall collisions when their rates are similar, especially for low
rotational levels, and that gas feed rate competes with the
wall collision rate to determine the rotational temperature
for higher rotational levels. Relevant examples from this
work of the predicted ground state rotational distributions
for the PFRC chamber and test cylinder are shown in Fig. 7a
and b, respectively. As seen in Fig. 7a, the N=0, 1, 2 rotational
levels are slightly non-Boltzmann, with a rotational temperature of about 505 K, while higher rotational levels
asymptote to a Boltzmann distribution at a temperature
between the wall and feed gas temperatures.
For the test cylinder modeling shown in Fig. 7b, the N =0,
1, 2 levels are far from Boltzmann, with higher rotational
levels following a Boltzmann at the feed gas temperature of
 300 K. This non-Boltzmann behavior is the result of
molecules striking the test cylinder wall only about once
during their transit through the tube. This was estimated
from Monte Carlo simulations (to be discussed later). Also
from the simulation results, the translational temperature
was estimated to be 225 K. In any case, as described
earlier there are not enough inter-molecular collisions
during the PFRC plasma pulse to correlate the rotational
and translational modes, and rotational modes do not
equilibrate within the copper test cylinder.
The nuclear spin degeneracies of the para (even N) and
ortho (odd N) modiﬁcations of hydrogen should also be
taken into account in the population calculation, since

Model
Boltzmann
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Density/2N+1 (cm-3)
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N (N+1)
Fig. 7. Boltzmann plots of the ground state rotational distributions
accounting for the combined effects of electron-impact excitation, wall
collisions and feed gas rate for (a) the PFRC chamber and (b) the test
cylinder within the PFRC chamber. Gas feed rate is 4 sccm, and 100 eV
electrons at a density of 1012 cm  3.

these factors directly affect the observed emission intensities. As discussed previously, the ortho modiﬁcation has
total nuclear spin L= 1, while para has L= 0, resulting in a
nominal relative degeneracy of 3:1. However, at low
temperatures the H2 molecular population equilibrium
tends towards the para modiﬁcation [14,68], as given by
the ‘‘Hund factor’’ (the ratio of rotational partition functions) for the equilibrium ratio of para:ortho densities as
P
ð2N þ 1Þexp½NðN þ 1ÞBu hc=kB T
ð13Þ
fðTÞ ¼ PN ¼ 0,2,4,:::
N ¼ 1,3,5,::: ð2N þ 1Þexp½NðN þ1ÞBu hc=kB T
Eq. (13) was calculated as shown in Fig. 8, where the
para modiﬁcation is the most populous modiﬁcation at low
temperatures, and approaches 1/2 at room temperatures
and above. However, achieving this low-temperature
equilibrium towards the para population requires a signiﬁcant amount of time. For example, at 20 K the time
required for the convert half the population to the para
modiﬁcation is three years, although addition of charcoal to
the system reduces this time to hours [68]. For the PFRC
chamber, which is not cooled, consideration of the Hund
factor is therefore not needed. For the test cylinder, which
is cooled to  92 K, and although the interior is coated with
a carbon-based graphene material, there is insufﬁcient
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spherical scattering tensor as given by
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Fig. 8. Relative population of the para modiﬁcation as a function of
temperature.

residence time of molecules within the cylinder to cause an
adjustment of the relative para and ortho populations.
Therefore, a 50:50 mixture of para and ortho modiﬁcation
populations will be assumed throughout the PFRC chamber,
including within the test cylinder. For other experiments
where the chamber is cooled to cryogenic temperatures
over a long period of time, especially if carbon-based
catalysts are present, the Hund factor may need to be
considered. The (2L+1) degeneracy factor must be incorporated into spectral intensity modeling regardless.
For the following analysis, the population density for
the ground rotational states will be assumed to be a
Boltzmann distribution, and the vibrational distribution
as unknown, using
nuN ¼ nu ð2L þ1Þð2N þ 1ÞexpfBu hcNðN þ1Þ=kB Tr g=Qr
¼ ru nH2 ð2Lþ 1Þð2N þ1ÞexpfBu hcNðN þ 1Þ=kB Tr g=Qr
ð14Þ
where nu is the density of ground vibrational states u as
discussed previously, and Qr is the rotational partition
function, which can be approximated as kTr/2Buhc [69].
Note that the 2S + 1 degeneracy of the ground state equals
one, so is not included in Eq. (14).
5. Electron-impact excitation of hydrogen molecules
The excited state ro-vibrational distribution nuuNu in the
(d 3Pu ) electronic state can be calculated using the coronal
approximation similar to Eq. (11) as


X
1
1
nuuNu
þ
nuN auuNu
ð15Þ
¼ ne
uN

tem

tquench

ð17Þ

where s0 is the nominal excitation cross section for rotational transitions averaged over a Maxwellian distribution of
the electrons of average velocity Ve. The term in braces is the
Wigner 3j symbol (equivalent to Clebsch–Gordon angular
momentum coupling coefﬁcient), and quuu is the Franck–
Condon factor for vibrational excitation from the u to
u0 states. The 3 j symbol of Eq. (17) equals 1/2N0 +1 for
the S-P Q-branch excitation [71]. The right side of Eq. (17)
also highlights the common assumption that excitation
rates are independent of rotational quantum number.
The Born–Oppenheimer approximation has been used
above allowing the separation of electronic and nuclear
wave functions, which is justiﬁed when the ground vibrational state (u = 0) wave function’s spatial extent
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
( _=2pmH c$e  109 cm) is much smaller than the equilibrium distance between the H2 nuclei (  10  8 cm for H2),
which is approximately valid for H2 [72].
Lavrov et al. [45] derived a semi-empirical expression
for auuNu
uN accounting for electron-impact transitions that do
not necessarily follow the Franck–Condon approximation
by using the r-centroid method [73] and Morse potential
vibrational wave functions [74]. For even rotational transitions (DN = 0, 72) their semi-empirical excitation rate is
(


 uuNu Lavrov
Nu 1
N 2
auN
¼ /s0 Ve Sð2Nu þ1Þ Gð1Þ
uuu
1 1 0

2 )
Nu 2
N
ð18Þ
þ Gð2Þ
uuu
1 1 0
(2)
where G(1)
uu0 and Guu0 are the vibrational mode-dependent
weights of ﬁrst-rank and second-rank spherical tensors,
respectively. Since the Franck–Condon (FC) approximation
was not assumed, the excitation cross section depends on
the combined ro-vibrational transition, but G(1)
uu0 can be
considered analogous to excitation Franck–Condon factors.
From the results of Lavrov et al. [45], s0 at  100 eV is
3  10  18 cm2, and the vibrationally dependent excitation factors are reproduced in Table 4.
Otorbaev et al. [15] derived a rotational excitation cross
section similar to Lavrov et al. [45], but averaged over
vibrational bands for the weighting factors up 4th-rank

u,N

uuNu
uN

where a
is the ro-vibronic transition probability from
(u, N)- (u0 , N0 ) due to electron-impact excitation. The
electron excitation cross section will be discussed shortly.
Using the time scales of Table 3, the spontaneous emission
time dominates over collisional quenching, so tquench can be
neglected [70]. Eq. (15) can thus be written as
X
nuuNu ¼ tem ne
nuN auuNu
ð16Þ
uN
u,N

With optical selection rules (DN = 0, 71) for electronimpact excitation, the excitation rate requires a ﬁrst-rank

Table 4
(2)
First- and second-rank spherical tensor vibrational weights G(1)
uu0 and Guu0 .
Negligible quantities (o 0.001) represented with dashes.
u

0
1
2
3

G(1)
uu0

G(2)
uu0

u0 = 0

1

2

3

u0 = 0

1

2

3

0.012
0.057
0.14
0.168

0.021
0.021
–
0.092

0.028
0.002
0.017
0.035

0.032
–
0.014
–

0.0019
0.009
0.017
0.015

0.0022
0.004
–
0.009

0.0014
–
0.0027
0.005

–
–
0.0025
–

Lavrov et al. [45].
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Table 5
Relative values of sNu
N for rotational excitation of the levels d

3

Pu,

normalized to s10 and averaged over vibrational bands.
N

N’ =1

2

3

4

5

0
1
2
3
4
5

1.00
0.55
0.17
0.04
0.01
10  3

0.16
0.58
0.54
0.19
0.05
0.02

0.13
0.10
0.45
0.53
0.22
0.05

0.02
0.07
0.09
0.41
0.53
0.23

o 10  4
0.01
0.06
0.08
0.38
0.53

spherical tensors as


auuNu
uN

Otorbaev

uu
¼ quuu sNu
N ¼ qu /s0 Ve Sð2Nuþ 1Þ

4
X

ðrÞ

G



r¼1

Nu

r

N

1

1

0

2

ð19Þ
ðrÞ

where G is the partial electron cross section for direct
electron excitation involving change in molecular electron
spin, averaged over vibrational levels, for each multi-pole
of rank r. Here, the Franck–Condon approximation
was assumed. For the X 1Sg+ -d 3Pu excitation, empirical
ðrÞ

values for G averaged over electron current densities of
1–20 mA/cm2 were empirically determined to be
ðrÞ

G ={0.76, 0.122, 0.1, 0.014}. Note that G

ð2Þ

and G

ð3Þ

are

ð4Þ

accurate to 30–40%, and G within a factor of 2. However,
these values reproduced Otorbaev’s multiple experimental
results well since the main contribution to sNu
N is from the
G

ð1Þ

¼ 0:76 term, which has higher accuracy.
ðrÞ
Using the empirically determined G values in Eq. (19),
the relative rotational excitation cross sections can be
calculated, as given in Table 5. From Table 5 it can be seen
that 9DN9 41 transitions do not populate the upper state
rotational levels as effectively as 9DN9r1 transitions,
conforming to the Bryukhovetskiy [31] approximate selection rule 9DN9r9L0  L9= 1. Also, note that the DN = 0
transition probabilities are all approximately equal. However, 9DN941 excitation probabilities are non-zero, and
not necessarily negligible for DN = 72 (i.e. quadrupole
excitation).
Using the ground state distribution of ro-vibrational
populations as given by Eq. (14) along with the electronimpact excitation models incorporated in Eqs. (16)–(19),
the upper state distributions can be calculated for the three
cases: (1) purely dipole-allowed excitation (optical selection rules) and assuming the FC approximation; (2) Nonoptical selection rules (dipole and quadrupole excitation)
and assuming the FC approximation (hereafter called the
Otorbaev model); and (3) Non-optical selection rules and
not assuming the FC approximation (Lavrov model). With
the upper state ro-vibrational populations estimated,
emission intensities can then be calculated.

factors of Fantz and Wunderlich [75] were used, which
include ﬁfteen vibrational levels and utilized the best Born–
Oppenheimer potential curves and electric dipole transition
moments available. The emission FC factors of Fantz and
Wunderlich compare well with the results of Spindler [74].
Although up to ﬁfteen vibrational ground states can be
included (u=0–14), for applicable vibrational temperatures
(up to 9000 K) only the u=0–3 levels are appreciably
populated. However, to analyze the effect of non-Boltzmann
vibrational distributions, higher vibrational levels can be
populated so the FC factors for large vibrational levels can be
useful. Boltzmann vibrational, or arbitrary distributions, are
implemented into the code and are easily adjusted.
Spectral measurements were made by attaching the
spectrometer system optical ﬁber to a viewing port of the
PFRC (see Figs. 4 and 9) to view either the interior of the FRC
region of the plasma, or within the cryogenically cooled
copper test cylinder (see Fig. 5). The test cylinder data was
obtained with the wall temperature held near 92 K. Data
from the cooled copper cylinder were to be used to provide
a data point at a gas temperature below that of the
experiment of Fantz and Heger [76] (  450 K), and above
the cryogenic temperature of Otorbaev et al. [22] (  160 K).
To estimate the gas temperature within the cooled copper
cylinder, and average number of collisions a H2 molecules
makes within the cylinder walls, The Monte Carlo neutral
transport code DEGAS 2 was used [77]. The code takes as
input the device geometry, background plasma density and
temperature, as well as the strength and location of the gas
puff source of H2. An absorbing surface mocks up the effect
of an external pump. The neutral–plasma and neutral–
neutral interactions incorporated into these simulations
are described in Stotler et al. [78], and include multi-step
ionization of H, neutral molecule and molecular ion dissociation, and elastic scattering. The code provides on
output the atomic and molecular densities and temperatures everywhere in the volume. A wall accommodation
coefﬁcient of 0.36 [79] was used in the simulations for
translational modes of H2 equilibrating with carbon-based
wall material. From these numerical simulations, the H2
gas temperature within the copper cylinder is estimated to
be 225 K. An average H2 molecule collides with the
cylinder interior wall about once during its transit, such
that full wall accommodation does not occur for
rotational modes.
Unfortunately, not enough collisions of H2 molecules
occurred within the test cylinder to justify a rotational
temperature, as was shown in Fig. 7b, so this data cannot be
used. The data obtained from the PFRC might have been
useable, but as shown in Fig. 7a, the actual rotational
temperature could be between room temperature and
 500 K, such that the data of Fantz and Heger [76] are
better to use for comparison to modeling.
6.1. Upper vibrational state populations

6. Results
The above equations were incorporated into the numerical software package Mathematica in matrix form to efﬁciently solve for the upper state rotational and vibrational
populations. The excitation and emission Franck–Condon

Shown in Fig. 10 are upper state vibrational populations
of the u = 0, 1, 2, and 3 levels obtained from measured
vibrational bands of Fantz and Heger [76] and in the
present study. Fantz and Heger used either a 90% H2 and
10% He gas mixture (Fig. 10a) or 10% H2/90% He gas mixture
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Fig. 9. Fulcher-a spectra taken with the PFRC at 13.26 mTorr using the 600 groove/mm grating.

(Fig. 10b). The helium was useful as a separate gas
temperature diagnostic, which provided an estimate of
Tgas  450 K for their experiments. Their pressures were
low at 30–135 mTorr, and impacting electron energies
were 2–5 eV at a density of 9  1010 cm  3 measured
through microwave interferometry. The upper state populations were estimated by taking recorded vibrational band
emission intensities and dividing through by the emission
branching ratios of Fantz and Heger (see their Table 2). Data
from the present experiments are shown in Fig. 10c.
The three models for electron-impact excitation were
run assuming a Boltzmann vibrational distribution is
applicable for the ground states, and the associated vibrational temperature iterated to achieve a best ﬁt with the
measurements. The models produce relatively high vibrational temperatures from 3500 to 6800 K. As can be seen
from all the plots, the model of Lavrov, which did not
assume the FC approximation, do not match well with
experimental data, whereas the dipole and Otorbaev
models match quite well. Note that for vibrational levels,
the dipole and Otorbaev models produce the same results
since both assume the FC approximation and use the same
FC factors. The dipole/Otorbaev models are not as accurate
for the u =3 level, but the trend line for increasing vibrational levels is clear. It is also interesting to note that the
present experiments, conducted at 1–2 orders of magnitude lower pressure and 2 orders of magnitude greater
electron energy and density, are in-line with similar relative
vibrational level populations obtained by Fantz and Heger.
This is to be expected when the FC and Born–Oppenheimer
approximations are valid since under these assumptions
the vibrational excitation and emission rates should not
depend on impacting electron characteristics (i.e. the
vibrational populations depend only on the overlap integrals of the vibrational wave functions for upper and lower
states).
These results indicate that the Franck–Condon approximation is appropriate, and that the ground state vibrational distribution is Boltzmann. Fantz and Heger [76]
came to the same conclusion. Many runs of the Lavrov
model were done, from room temperature to 9000 K, and

with non-Boltzmann distributions (e.g. all ground vibrational levels equally populated, or higher populated tails
than Boltzmann), but the Lavrov model could not be
adjusted to ﬁt the data. Since the primary motivation for
Lavrov et al. [45] producing their model was due to their
doubts as to the applicability of the FC approximation,
the fact that their model does not match experimental
vibrational data puts their model in doubt. Although
the Lavrov model likely is not applicable, it will continue
to be explored for rotational line intensities in the next
section.
6.2. Intensities of Fulcher-a ro-vibronic emissions
The photon emission rate of a ro-vibronic line in deﬁned as
Iðuu,u00 ; Nu,N00 Þ ¼ nuuNu AðLu, L00 ; uu,u00 ; Nu,N00 Þ

ð20Þ

The Einstein emission coefﬁcient A, normalized by
rotational state degeneracy, is given by [14,71,75]
AðLu, L00 ; uu,u00 ; Nu,N 00 Þ ¼

64p4 n3
2
RðLu, L00 ; uu,u00 ; Nu,N 00 Þ =ð2Nu þ1Þ
3hð4pe0 Þ

ð21Þ
where e0 is the permittivity of free space, nNu is the
wavenumber of the emission line, and RðLu, L00 ; uu,u00 ;
Nu,N00 Þj2 is the square of the electric dipole transition
moment including electronic, vibration and rotation
effects. Using the Born–Oppenheimer approximation to
separate the electronic and nuclear wave functions, the
dipole moment can be divided into separate electronic,
vibrational and rotational parts as [80]
RðLu, L00 ; uu,u00 ; Nu,N00 Þ

2

2

¼ Re ðLu, L00 ÞUquuu00 USðLu, L00 ; Nu,N00 Þ
ð22Þ

2
Re

where
is the adiabatic electronic transition probability
(square of the electric dipole transition moment), quuu00 is the
emission FC factor, and S(N0 , N’’) is the line strength, or
Hönl–London factor, for rotational transitions. This separation of the electronic and nuclear motions is justiﬁed for
the diagonal vibrational bands, although the electronic
transition probability does depend slightly on the
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Relative Population

1.1

moment for emission from the Fulcher-a diagonal bands
(through u0 = u00 =3) is obtained as 9Re9= 1.89 a.u.
(1.42  10  29 C m), which corresponds well with the
results of Staszewska and Wolniewicz (not surprising since
Fantz and Wunderlich used the transition moments of
Staszewska and Wolniewicz in their analysis) [78].
The Hönl–London factor is given by [71]

Dipole/Otorbaev Models 4,300K
Lavrov Model 3,500K
Experiment 90%H2/10%He (Fantz)

1.0
0.9

SðLu, L00 ; Nu,N00 Þ ¼ ð1 þ dLu0 þ dL00 0 2dLu0 dL00 0 Þ

Nu
1
ð2Nu þ 1Þð2N 00 þ 1Þ
Lu LuL00

0.8
0.7
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2

3

'

Dipole/Otorbaev Models 6,800K
Lavrov Model 4,000K
Experiment 10%H2/90%He (Fantz)

1.0
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2

L00
ð23Þ
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Dipole/Otorbaev Models 5,500K
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0
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'
Fig. 10. Distribution of upper state vibrational populations comparing
experimental data and dipole, Otorbaev and Lavrov excitation models.
Data normalized by the (0,0) band intensity: (a) Fantz and Heger [76] data
for a 90% hydrogen, 10% He mixture; (b) Fantz and Heger [76] data for a
10% hydrogen, 90% He mixture; and (c) present experimental data.

inter-molecular distance [81] such that the Born–
Oppenheimer approximation can break down for the
Fulcher-a emission, in particular for non-diagonal bands
[82]. Therefore, for non-diagonal bands the electronic
2
transition probability Re and FC factor quuu00 should not be
separated, and the actual total emission rates tabulated by
Fantz and Wunderlich [75] should instead be used. Using
the Fantz and Wunderlich tables of spontaneous emission
rates and FC factors, the electronic dipole transition

which for the Q-branch transitions of the Fulcher-a emission (L0 =1, L00 =0) equals (2N0 + 1). Using this Hönl–London
factor with Eqs. (20)–(22), the intensity of a Q-branch rovibronic line is
Iðuu,u00 ; NuÞ ¼

64p4 n3
2
nuuNu Re Uquuu00
3hð4pe0 Þ

ð24Þ

The upper state population, Eq. (16), is calculated from
the ground state population, Eq. (14), and the various
electron-impact excitation models of Eqs. (17)–(19). These
results are shown in Fig. 11 for the N0 = 1-5 ro-vibronic
lines of the Fulcher-a emission. Lower intensity lines for
N0 45 would also be visible at the higher temperatures in
Fig. 11, but are not shown to avoid clutter.
As depicted in Fig. 11, the intensity of the Q-branch N0 =1
line is strong for temperatures of interest (up to 1000 K),
and the N0 = 3 line intensity as calculated with the Lavrov
model is about 30% higher than that of the dipole and
Otorbaev models. The intensity of the N0 = 2 line in both the
Otorbaev and Lavrov models remains elevated at low
temperatures, in contrast to the N0 =2 line of the dipole
model which tends towards zero. The N0 = 2 line does not go
to zero in the Otorbaev and Lavrov models because the
quadrupole contribution to the excitation rate asymptotes
to a non-zero constant as the temperature approaches zero.
All of the models produce line intensities which follow
similar general trends due to the assumption of a Boltzmann ground state rotational distribution.
To illustrate the differences in the models and compare
with data, line ratios of the N0 =2 and 3 intensities normalized
by the N0 =1 line are shown in Fig. 12a and b, respectively. The
data from Otorbaev et al. [22] was measured in 0.5 Torr
hydrogen discharge plasma with an electron energy of several
eV, and obtained separate gas temperature measurement of
160725 K from spectral line widths. The vertical error bars
for the Otorbaev data were estimated directly from their
published intensity uncertainties. The data of Fantz and
Heger [76] were measured in 90% hydrogen, 10% helium
mixture electron-cyclotron-heated plasma at pressures of
30–135 mTorr and several eV electron energy. Small amounts
of nitrogen were added to obtain a separate gas temperature
measurement of 450750 K. Vertical error bars for the Fantz
and Heger data were estimated from inspection of their
published sample spectra.
Clearly the Lavrov model does not follow the rotational
line data. Combined with the previous problem of the
Lavrov model not matching vibrational band data, the conclusion is made that the Lavrov model is not appropriate,
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10

rather than include multi-poles up to r = 4 (allowing DN = 0,
72, 74), we only include the dipole and quadrupole
contributions (allowing DN = 0, 72), and leave the relative
weight of the quadrupole contribution as an adjustable
parameter. In this case, the exact algebraic solution for the
upper state population is given by

5

0

0

200

400

600

800

1000

Rotational Temperature (K)
Fig. 11. Intensities of the N’ = 1-5 rotational lines versus rotational
temperature for: (a) the dipole, optical selection rules model; (b) the
Otorbaev model using non-optical selection rules and the Franck–Condon
approximation; and (c) the Lavrov model using non-optical selection rules
and no Franck–Condon approximation.

implicitly conﬁrming that the FC approximation is valid.
The Lavrov model will therefore not be considered further,
and the FC approximation assumed.
The rotational line data appear to lie between the dipole
and Otorbaev models, and the relatively large error bars do
not allow a conclusion to be made as to which model is
better. Also, neither model matches best at both low and
high temperatures. As such, a simpliﬁed dipole-quadrupole
model was developed, depicted as the ‘‘present model’’ in
Fig. 12. This model is similar to the Otorbaev model, but

nuuNu ¼

tem ne nH2

P

Qr

u

ru quuu

ð2L þ 1Þð2Nu þ 1Þ



exp Bu hcNuðNu þ 1Þ=kB yr 1 þ gXðNuÞ
where
3
2ðNu1ÞðNu þ1Þ
XðNuÞ ¼
þ
ð2Nu þ3Þð2Nu1Þ ð2Nu þ 1Þð2Nu1Þ


exp 2Bu hcð2Nu1Þ=kB yr


2NuðNu þ 2Þ
exp 2Bu hcð2Nu þ 3Þ=kB yr
þ
ð2Nu þ1Þð2Nu þ 3Þ
ð25Þ
Here, g is the adjustable weighting of the quadrupole
contribution, and yr represents a quasi-rotational temperature. Note that the ground state rotational constant Bu is
maintained, while the upper state rotational quantum
number N0 is used since N =N0 for Q-branch transitions.
The DN = 72 quadrupole transitions are incorporated
into X(N 0 ). This avoids complications such as using an
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‘‘excitation temperature’’ as discussed previously. If quadrupole contributions are needed, then by deﬁnition the
resulting rotational distribution is non-Boltzmann and
therefore the concept of temperature loses its meaning.
Note that when g =0, the dipole model is recovered and
yr Tr. In Fig. 12, g was set to 0.1, and as can be seen the ﬁt of
this simpler dipole-quadrupole model with the data is
better than that of the purely dipole or Otorbaev multi-pole
models.
Since the intensities of the N0 = 1, 2, 3 lines will have the
highest signal-to-noise at temperatures below 1000 K and
represent over 70% of the hydrogen molecules, ﬁtting of
these lines is most important in determining the rotational
temperature. As can be estimated from Fig. 12, the dipole
and Otorbaev models applied to measured spectral data
would result in temperatures differing by  100–150 K.
If this level of error is acceptable, then any of the models
above, with the exception of the Lavrov model, could be
used. Again, if quadrupole excitation is needed, then g is not
zero and the concept of a rotational temperature must be
used with care.
The relative effect of the quadrupole contribution to the
excitation rate is given by gX/(1 + gX), as illustrated in
Fig. 13. Quadrupole excitation is relatively small at all
temperatures for the N0 = 1level since the 2nd term in the
relation for X(N0 ) in Eq. (25) becomes zero and the 3rd term
is small at all temperatures. The N0 41 levels, however,
have signiﬁcant contributions from quadrupole excitation
at lower temperatures. As expected, increasing g increases
the quadrupole effect accordingly. However, while the
quadrupole contribution can be signiﬁcant for individual
lines, the effect is not as dramatic when looking at line
ratios, or Boltzmann plots, which depend only on the
relative line strengths, since the quadrupole-related
increases in intensity cancel out to great extent. This
damping of the rather strong quadrupole effect expected
for room temperatures of the N0 = 1, 2, 3 lines is illustrated in
Fig. 12, where the difference from purely dipole modeling is
not signiﬁcant.
Rotational lines within a vibrational band can be
summed to calculate the diagonal band strengths, as shown
in Fig. 14. Boltzmann distributions are assumed for the
ground vibrational levels, corresponding to Tu = 0-9000 K
(labels ‘‘1’’ to ‘‘9’’ in Fig. 14). Note that for vibrational
temperatures at or below about 1000 K, all the population
is in the u =0 level, such that the ‘‘1’’ label actually
corresponds to all temperatures between 0 and 1000 K.
As can be seen from Fig. 14, the data of Fantz and Heger [76]
as well as the present data ﬁt within the Boltzmann
assumption. From inspection of Fig. 14, our vibrational
temperature is between 5000 and 6000 K. The (3,3) band
modeling was not as accurate as the (1,1) and (2,2) bands,
as was identiﬁed in Fig. 10, so the temperatures obtained
from ﬁts with the (1,1) and (2,2) bands have more weight.
Also shown in Fig. 14 is the resulting band intensities for
non-Boltzmann distributions ru = {1,1/2,1/4,0} (labeled
‘‘linear’’ ), and a ﬂat-top distribution ru = {1,1,1,y} for all
vibrational levels up to u = 14. The ‘‘linear’’ distribution lies
below the Boltzmann region in Fig. 14, and the ﬂat-top
distribution runs contrary to the trend lines for Boltzmann
distributions. Thus, Fig. 14 can be used as a convenient

Percent Quadrupole

816

Fig. 13. Relative contribution of quadrupole excitation to dipole excitation for: (a) g = 0.05; (b) g = 0.1; and (c) g = 0.2.

means to quickly estimate the vibrational temperature
from an experiment, if the bands intensities fall within the
trends of the Boltzmann region of Fig. 14, which then
provides directly the ground state vibrational populations.
If one’s measured band intensities do not follow the
Boltzmann trend lines of Fig. 14, then the ground vibrational
distribution can be deemed non-Boltzmann, and depending
on how the data lie on the plot and estimation of the ground
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Fig. 14. Relative vibrational band strengths for the (1,1), (2,2) and (3,3)
bands normalized by the (0,0) strength. The listed numbers correspond to
thousands of Kelvin (e.g. ‘‘2’’ = 2000 K). ‘‘Linear’’ refers to ru = {1,1/2,1/4,0}.
Fantz data from [76].

state vibrational populations could be inferred. In such a
non-Boltzmann case, the ru can be iterated using the
present model until a reasonable ﬁt with data is achieved,
giving the ground state vibrational level distribution.

7. Summary
The PFRC plasma was shown to be in the kinetic regime,
and optically thin to the Fulcher-a emission (d 3Pu-a 3Sg+ )
between 600 and 640 nm. A time scale analysis showed that
inter-molecular collisions are rather infrequent, and due to the
large number of collisions required to equilibrate hydrogen’s
rotational and translational modes (300), no correlation can
be made between the gas temperature and rotational temperature. Radiative emission occurs much more rapidly than
hydrogen collisions with electrons or wall structures. A test
cylinder inserted within the PFRC vacuum vessel ﬁxed a cold
wall temperature on the modeling of the rotational ground
state, but not enough wall collisions occur to equilibrate the
rotational modes. This unfortunate result should be a caution
to the reader to be sure rotational equilibrium assumptions are
valid before reporting rotational temperatures.
Quantum mechanical selection rules for ortho and para
modiﬁcations of hydrogen were followed, illustrating that
even rotational transitions (DN = 0, 72, 74,y) during
electron-impact excitation cause Q-branch emissions
only. Non-optical selection rules are possible at low
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electron-impact energies (below several hundred eV)
due to a violation of the 1st Born approximation. The
Born–Oppenheimer and Franck–Condon approximations
appear to hold, and consequently the excitation model of
Lavrov et al. [45] is not appropriate. The Lavrov model also
did not follow experimental vibrational band and rotational line intensities. The so-called Hund factor quantifying the relative equilibrium populations of ortho and para
modiﬁcations is not needed for the PFRC or test cylinder
analyses since the cold temperatures experienced by the
hydrogen molecules is brief, but this factor should be
considered in low temperature scenarios where the molecules have ample time to adjust for bath temperatures
below 150 K.
Relative diagonal vibrational band intensities show that
the PFRC has a vibrational temperature of 5000–6000 K,
with a corresponding Boltzmann ground state vibrational
distribution. Since the PFRC wall temperature is at approximately room temperature, the wall accommodation coefﬁcient for vibrational modes of hydrogen is very low. The
PFRC is operated in a 1% duty cycle, so hydrogen molecules
will experience thousands of wall collisions during the
quiescent periods (  300 ms) between plasma pulses, yet
maintain a high vibrational temperature. However, intermolecular collisions during the quiescent period are sufﬁcient to achieve a Boltzmann vibrational distribution. This
conﬁrms the results of several authors that excited vibrational levels can be maintained through hundreds to
thousands of wall collisions [56–66], and that the results
of Hiskes and Karo [54,55], where vibrational modes decay
within just several wall collisions, is not correct.
Fig. 14 provides a quick visual means to estimate
hydrogen vibrational temperatures through relative vibrational band intensities. If measured band strengths do not
follow the Boltzmann trend lines, then the ground vibrational populations are likely not Boltzmann. In such cases,
the ground state vibrational distribution can be determined
through iteration of the function ru in the spectroscopic
model. Fig. 14 is valid within the accuracy of the excitation
and emission Franck–Condon factors of Fantz and
Wunderlich [75] (which adhere to the results of Staszewska
and Wolniewicz [78] and Spindler [74]), and the
Born–Oppenheimer and Franck–Condon approximations.
The dipole-quadrupole model of Eq. (25) provides a
means to quantify a quasi-rotational temperature yr and
the quadrupole contribution to rotational line intensities.
This spectroscopic model, which includes the possibility of
non-optical excitation transitions, is simpler than the
model of Otorbaev et al. [15], and leaves the quadrupole
contribution as an adjustable parameter g. Measured rovibronic line data can be ﬁt roughly by varying yr in Eq. (25),
and the quadrupole contribution g adjusted to ﬁne tune the
ﬁt with the data. If quadrupole excitation is not needed
(e.g. the iterated g is negligibly small), then optical (dipole)
selection rules are only needed, and the rotational ground
state can be assumed Boltzmann such that a rotational
temperature can be rigorously deﬁned (yr Tr). Optical
selection rules are expected for relatively large electron
impact energies (greater than several hundred eV) where
the 1st Born approximation is valid. As depicted in Fig. 13,
quadrupole contributions are most signiﬁcant at lower
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temperatures, though the effect somewhat cancels when
dealing with relative intensities in a Boltzmann plot or
rotational line ratios. Using the dipole-quadrupole model
with g = 0.1 (10% quadrupole contribution) achieved the
best ﬁt with the lower temperature data of Otorbaev et al.
[15] and higher temperature data of Fantz and Heger [76].
However, the large horizontal error bars representing the
associated temperature uncertainties make it difﬁcult to
conﬁrm whether quadrupole excitation is truly needed,
and hence we cannot with certainty determine whether
non-optical or optical selection rules are appropriate.
The present dipole-quadrupole spectroscopic model
for the Fulcher-a Q-branch emission assumes the Born–
Oppenheimer and Franck–Condon approximations, but not
necessarily the 1st Born approximation. For non-optical selection rules, care must be taken in using a rotational temperature
since in such a case the distribution is necessarily nonBoltzmann to some degree. For kinetic hydrogen plasmas,
the ground rotational populations may not be fully Boltzmann,
such as for the PFRC, in which case the actual distribution of
levels should be used in Eq. (14) and carried through to Eq. (25).
For collisional hydrogen plasmas, a Boltzmann ground state
rotational distribution given by Eq. (14) is appropriate, and the
excitation analysis conducted herein is unaltered.
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